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The interaction experienced by a fast electric dipole moving parallel and close to a flat solid surface is
studied using the dielectric formalism. Analytical expressions for the force acting on the dipole, for random and
for particular orientations, are obtained. Several features related to the dynamical effects on the induced forces
are discussed, and numerical values are obtained for the different cases. The calculated energy loss of the
electric dipole provides useful estimations which could be of interest for small-angle scattering experiments
using polar molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of fast atoms and molecules with solid
surfaces is a subject of great interest for current studies of
many physical and chemical processes occurring when ener-
getic particles impinge on solid materialsf1g, having direct
interest in terms of basic knowledge on particle-matter inter-
action, as well as for the large number of current applications
dealing with such interactionsssee for instance Ref.f2g and
references cited thereind. The dominant interaction mecha-
nisms have been extensively studied by several authors for
the case of pointlike charges and atomic ionsf3–6g. But the
case of polar molecules or even the simplest case of electric
dipoles has received quite limited attention.

Recent studies on dipole-solid interactions have consid-
ered the case of electric dipoles moving within the bulk of a
solid, using both the dielectric formulationf7g and the den-
sity functional approachf8g. In addition, a recent studyf9g
has shown that the interaction of a polar molecule with a
surface can be analyzed in a convenient way by considering
the interaction of an electric dipole with its induced image,
indicating that important self-alignment effects are expected
to occur.

Other relevant aspects of dipole-surface interactions, like
a detailed study of dynamical effects in the induced forces,
and the projectile energy dissipation produced by such
forces, have not yet received an adequate theoretical treat-
ment. The case of electric dipoles interacting with a solid
surface is a problem of considerable current interest that re-
quires attention since it could yield useful results for the
analysis of more complicated projectiles, like polar atoms or
molecules. In fact, the study of the interaction of polar mol-
ecules with the bulk of a solid target is limited by the low
survival probability of such molecules when penetrating a
dense medium; in most cases, the molecule will break up or
get ionized, and then the dipole term will be overshadowed
by the emerging monopole components.

On the other hand, there is a higher chance of molecular
survival in experiments of scattering on solid surfaces. More-
over, there is current interest in studies of atomic and mo-

lecular processes using scattering techniquesf10,11g as well
as in transmission experiments using microcapillariesf12g.
These types of experiments may provide an adequate setup
for future studies with polarized atomic or molecular projec-
tiles.

The purpose of this work is to perform a detailed theoret-
ical analysis of the interaction between a fast electric dipole
and a flat solid surface, illustrating with several calculations
the effect of the dynamical forces acting during the interac-
tion, which could lead to tilting and deflection effects as well
as energy loss of the dipole. We apply these results to esti-
mate the energy losses expected in scattering experiments
using polar molecules interacting at grazing incidence with
solid surfaces.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
introduce the dielectric formulation for the study of dipole-
surface interactions and apply it to the case of dipoles with
trajectories parallel to the surface; we derive closed expres-
sions for the longitudinal and transverse forces acting on the
dipole for a general as well as for particular orientations of
the dipole axis with respect to its velocity. In Sec. III we
present and discuss the results of the calculations for differ-
ent cases, and we provide values of the expected energy
losses in grazing-incidence experiments. Finally, in Sec. IV
we summarize the main conclusions of this work. Atomic
units sa.u.d will be used throughout this work, except where
otherwise stated.

II. FORMULATION OF THE DIPOLE-SURFACE
INTERACTION

Let us consider a solid surface lying in thexy plane, at
z=0, separating a medium located atzø0 from the vacuum
at z.0; a particle snamed 1d with chargeQ1 is moving
through the vacuum along thex direction with velocityvW
parallel to and at a fixed distancez0 from the surface.

The dielectric formulation for the interaction of fast
charged particles with solid surfaces is based in a linear re-
sponse of the target to the perturbation induced by the pro-
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jectile and has been described elsewheressee, for instance,
f13,14g and references contained thereind. Within this
scheme the induced potential at the coordinatesrW=sx,y,zd
=srW ,zd, due to the chargeQ1 at the positionrW1=sx1,y1,z1d
=srW1,z1d, may be written as

Find
s1dsrW,zd = −

Q1

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr

eikWr·srW−rW1de−krsz+z1dujsvduv=kxv
,

s1d

where kWr=skx,kyd represents a bidimensional wave vector
parallel to the solid surface, andv=kW ·vW =kxv. The surface
response functionjsvd is

jsvd =
esvd − 1

esvd + 1
, s2d

whereesvd is the dielectric function of the solid, which de-
pends on the frequencyv corresponding to the electronic
excitations that it can sustain.

In order to model the interaction between a fast dipole and
a solid surface we consider two charges, of magnitudesQ1
=−Q and Q2=Q, respectively, moving both with the same
velocity vW in the x direction parallel to the surface. This
configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 1, the positions
of the charges that form the dipole beingrW1=srW1,z1d
=sx0,y0,z0d and rW2=srW2,z2d=sx0+Dx,y0+Dy,z0+Dzd. Thus,

the dipole vector isdW =sDx,Dy,Dzd and the dipole moment is

pW =QdW =sQDx,QDy,QDzd.

The electric field induced at the positionsrW ,zd by the

chargeQi located atsrW i ,zid is EW ind
sid =−¹W Find

sid , and can be ob-
tained from Eq.s1d,

EW ind
sid srW,zd =

Qi

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr 1 ikx

iky

− kr

2eikWr·srW−rW ide−krsz+zidujsvduv=kxv
.

s3d

The forceFW i j acting on the chargeQj situated atsrW j ,zjd due

to Qi is FW i jsrW j ,zjd=QjEW ind
sid srW j ,zjd, which yields the following

expression:

FW i j =
QjQi

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr 1 ikx

iky

− kr

2eikWr·srW j−rW ide−krszj+zidujsvduv=kxv
.

s4d

The total force acting on the chargeQj will be FW i j +FW j j ,

whereFW j j is the self-force induced by the chargeQj on itself.
Then, the total force acting on the dipole will be

FW = o
j=1

2

o
i=1

2

FW i j . s5d

The components of this total force have the following ex-
pression:

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

Q2

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr 1 ikx

iky

− kr

2gskWrdujsvduv=kxv
, s6d

where

gskWrd = f2e−krDz cosskWr · DrWd − e−2krDz − 1ge−2z0kr, s7d

with DrW =rW2−rW1=sDx,Dyd.
In order to obtain the dipolar limit, we make a Taylor

expansion in Eq.s7d retaining terms up to second order,
which gives

gskWrd . − fskWr · DrWd2 + skrDzd2ge−2z0kr, s8d

which is valid for udW u!z0.
Inserting Eq.s8d into Eq. s6d we obtain the dipolar ap-

proximation for the total force acting on the dipole,

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 =

1

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr 1 ikx

iky

− kr

2fskWr · pWd2

+ skrpzd2ge−2z0krujsvduv=kxv
. s9d

Now we separate the surface response functionjsvd into
a real partj8 and an imaginary partj9,

jsvd = j8svd + ij9svd. s10d

Taking into account the even or odd character inv of the
functions appearing in Eq.s9d, the components of the total
force acting on the dipole can be rewritten as

FIG. 1. An electric dipole with dipole momentpW =QdW and ve-
locity vW is moving along thex direction at a distancez0 from a plane
surface located atz=0. The origin of coordinates is taken at the
point O, which moves along the surface isotachically with the
dipole.
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1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

1

2p
E

−`

+` d2kr

kr 1j9svdkx

j9svdky

j8svdkr

2fskWr · pWd2

+ skrpzd2gue−2z0kruv=kxv
. s11d

Note the dissipative character of theFx and Fy forces
because of their dependence on the imaginary part of the
surface response functionj9, whereasFz is a conservative
force simage force for the dipoled because it is related to the
real part of the surface response functionj8.

After some algebra, Eq.s11d can be conveniently ex-
pressed in matrix form as

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

1

2p
E

−`

+`

dkxÃ1px
2 + pz

2

py
2 + pz

2

2pxpy
2 , s12d

whereÃ is the s333d matrix

Ã = 1j9svdkx
3I11 j9svdkxI12 j9svdkx

2I13

j9svdkx
2I21 j9svdI22 j9svdkxI23

j8svdkx
2I31 j8svdI32 j8svdkxI33

2
v=kxv

, s13d

and the elementsI ij si , j =1,2,3d are integrals in theky vari-
able, given by

sI ijd =E
−`

+`

dky1
e−2z0kr

kr

ky
2e−2z0kr

kr

ky
e−2z0kr

kr

ky
e−2z0kr

kr

ky
3e−2z0kr

kr

ky
2e−2z0kr

kr

e−2z0kr ky
2e−2z0kr kye

−2z0kr

2 .

s14d

These integrals can be analytically evaluated, obtaining

sI ijd =1
2K0s2z0ukxud

ukxu
z0

K1s2z0ukxud 0

0 0
ukxu
z0

K1s2z0ukxud

2ukxuK1s2z0ukxud
kx

2

z0
K2s2z0ukxud 0

2 ,

s15d

where Kns¯d denotes the modified Bessel function of the
second kind andnth orderf15g.

Inserting in Eq.s13d the elementsI ij from Eq. s15d and
usingkx=v /v, the total force acting on the dipole, Eq.s12d,
is written as

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

1

p
E

0

+` dv

v
Ã1px

2 + pz
2

py
2 + pz

2

2pxpy
2 , s16d

with

Ã = Sv

v
D21

2j9svd
v

v
K0S2z0

v

v
D 1

z0
j9svdK1S2z0

v

v
D 0

0 0
1

z0
j9svdK1S2z0

v

v
D

2j8svd
v

v
K1S2z0

v

v
D 1

z0
j8svdK2S2z0

v

v
D 0

2 . s17d

Equationss16d and s17d describe the force felt by a dipole
moving with velocity v at a distancez0 parallel to a solid
surface, for any orientation of the dipole.

In what follows we will analyze the total force acting on
the dipole for three particular orientations, defined by the
relative orientation between the dipole momentpW and the
coordinate axis:sAd pW i x̂, i.e., the dipole moment is parallel
to its velocitysalong thex directiond, sBd pW i ŷ, i.e., the dipole
moment is perpendicular to its velocity and parallel to the
surface, andsCd pW i ẑ, i.e., the dipole moment is perpendicular
to both its velocity and the surface.

To describe the dipole orientation we use spherical coor-
dinatesu andf, whereu is the angle between the dipole and
thez direction andf is the angle between thex direction and

the projection of the dipole into thexy plane. Thus, the Car-
tesian components of the dipole moment are

px = p sinu cosf,

py = p sinu sinf,

pz = p cosu. s18d

In what follows we analyze separately each one of the
above-mentioned cases, indicating the values of the anglesu
and f specifying the dipole orientation, the dipole moment
pW , and the corresponding force derived from Eq.s16d.
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A. Parallel orientation p¢ ¸ x̂

The parameters of the dipole in this case areu=p /2, f
=0, andpW =sp,0 ,0d; therefore

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

2p2

p
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D31j9svdK0S2z0

v

v
D

0

j8svdK1S2z0
v

v
D2 .

s19d

B. Transverse orientationp¢ ¸ ŷ

In this caseu=p /2, f=p /2, pW =s0,p,0d, and

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

p2

pz0
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D21j9svdK1S2z0

v

v
D

0

j8svdK2S2z0
v

v
D2 .

s20d

C. Perpendicular orientation p¢ ¸ ẑ

Hereu=0, pW =s0,0,pd, and

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2 = −

p2

p
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D2

312j9svd
v

v
K0S2z0

v

v
D +

1

z0
j9svdK1S2z0

v

v
D

0

2j8svd
v

v
K1S2z0

v

v
D +

1

z0
j8svdK2S2z0

v

v
D2 .

s21d

We can see that the force in case C is related to the forces
in cases A and B through

1Fx

Fy

Fz
2

case C

= 1Fx

Fy

Fz
2

case A

+ 1Fx

Fy

Fz
2

case B

. s22d

D. Angular average

The case of random orientation of the dipole is of much
interest in connection with possible experiments using beams
of randomly oriented molecules. For this situation, we shall
consider the angular average of Eq.s16d, namely

kFW l = −
1

p
E

0

+` dv

v
Ã1kpx

2 + pz
2l

kpy
2 + pz

2l
k2pxpyl

2 , s23d

wherek¯l denotes the average over the angular variables.
Using Eq.s18d to calculate the angular integrations in the

previous equation we obtain

1kpx
2 + pz

2l
kpy

2 + pz
2l

k2pxpyl
2 =

2p2

3 11

1

0
2 . s24d

Inserting Eq.s24d into Eq. s23d and using Eq.s17d, we
obtain the following expression for the angular average of
the force acting on the dipole:

kFW l = −
2p2

3p
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D2

312j9svd
v

v
K0S2z0

v

v
D +

1

z0
j9svdK1S2z0

v

v
D

0

2j8svd
v

v
K1S2z0

v

v
D +

1

z0
j8svdK2S2z0

v

v
D2 .

s25d

This result shows a simple relation with case Csperpen-
dicular orientationd given by Eq.s21d. Explicitly,

kFW l =
2

3
FW case C. s26d

An alternative and also useful expression is

kFW l =
p2

3p
E d2krsikWr,− krdkre

−2krz0F«svd − 1

«svd + 1
G . s27d

In the next section we will evaluate numerically these
integrals for metal surfaces, represented by the simple Drude
model

esvd = 1 −
vp

2

vsv + igd
, s28d

wherevp andg are the plasmon frequency and the damping
rate characterizing each metal.

III. CALCULATIONS

A. Induced dipole forces

In what follows we apply the previous formulation to
study the interaction of electric dipoles moving parallel to a
solid surface at a fixed distance, for several relative orienta-
tions which are worth discussing. We will consider the fol-
lowing metallic solids: Al, Cu, Ag, and Au, which are char-
acterized by the parametersvp andg; for brevity, we will use
the surface-plasmon frequencyvs=vp/Î2. The characteristic
values of the metals to be discussed in this work appear in
Table I. In all the cases that follow we consider a dipole with
p=3 a.u., which is a typical value for permanent dipole mo-
ments of polar molecules, as can be seen from the data col-
lected in Table II.
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Let us discuss first the case of an aluminum surface, be-
cause this target is very well describedsbetter than Cu, Au,
or Agd by a single plasma resonance, i.e., it behaves as a
typical Drude model.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the velocity dependence of the
force experienced by a dipole moving parallelsat a fixed
distancez0=5 a.u.d to an aluminum surface. The two panels
in Fig. 2 depict the behavior of the stopping and the lateral
forcessFx andFz, respectively;Fy being zerod acting on the
dipole for the three cases A, B, and C, discussed in the pre-
vious section. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the force com-
ponentssFx,Fy,Fzd acting on the dipole when it lies in thexy
plane with u=p /2 and f=p /4; in this caseFyÞ0. It is
worth noticing that Figs. 2 and 3 show thatFx,0 in all the
cases, which means a true stopping force, i.e., opposite to the

dipole velocity. HoweverFz has a more complicated behav-
ior; although in most casesFz is negativesi.e., there is an
attractive force toward the surface, which can be considered
the “normal” behaviord, when the dipole is parallel to the
velocity scase Ad, Fz becomes positivesi.e., the dipole is
repelled from the surfaced for v*1 a.u., as clearly seen in
Fig. 2sbd.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of the forcesFx andFz acting
on the dipole, as a function of its velocityv, for several
distances between the dipole and the surface,z0=4, 5, and
6 a.u. We only consider the case A, where the dipole moment
pW is parallel to its velocityspW i x̂d.

TABLE I. Values of the parameters characterizing the surface
response of the metals discussed in the text.

Metal vs sa.u.d g sa.u.d

Al 0.40 0.037

Cu 0.75 1.2

Ag 1.30 2.8

Au 1.41 2.5

TABLE II. Permanent dipole moments of some molecules.

Molecule p sa.u.d

H2O 0.73

LiH 2.29

LiF 2.63

KCl 3.12

NaCl 3.31

KF 3.35

CsCl 3.89

FIG. 2. sad Stopping forceFx and sbd lateral
forceFz as a function of the dipole velocityv, for
the cases A, B, and C described in the text, with
z0=5 a.u. andp=3 a.u. The solid surface is Al.
For these three casesFy=0.
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Figure 5 showssad the stopping forceFx, and sbd the
attraction forceFz, as a function of the velocityv, for the
case A, and for different solid surfacessAl, Cu, Ag, and Aud.
The distance isz0=5 a.u.. The magnitudes and shapes of the
curves that represent these forces are related to the different
dielectric properties of each mediassee for instance Ref.
f14g. These results are analyzed in the following.

The forcesFx andFy have an intrinsic dynamical charac-
ter srelated to the dynamical response of the mediumd, hence

they drop to zero in the static situationsv=0d, as can be seen
in Figs. 2sad, 3, 4sad, and 5sad. These forces are due to the
delay in the response of the surface, which gives rise to a lag
of the induced charge in the materialsthe dynamical “image
charge”d relative to the instantaneous position of the dipole.
On the other hand,Fz has a well-defined static limitfsee
Figs. 2sbd, 3, 4sbd, and 5sbdg, which may be deduced from
the classical interaction energyUsrd between two dipolespW
andpW8 separated by a distancer,

FIG. 3. sFx,Fy,Fzd components of the force
as function of the dipole velocityv, when the
dipole is in the planexy with u=p /2 and f
=p /4. The distance isz0=5 a.u. and the dipole
moment isp=3 a.u. The solid surface is Al. Un-
like Fig. 2, nowFyÞ0.

FIG. 4. sad Stopping forceFx and sbd attrac-
tive forceFz as a function of the dipole velocity
v, for the case Asparallel dipole orientationd with
p=3 a.u. andz0=4, 5, and 6 a.u. The solid sur-
face is Al.
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Usrd = fpW · pW8 − 3spW · r̂dspW8 · r̂dg
1

r3 , s29d

which corresponds to a dipole-dipole type interaction, be-
tween the real dipolepW and a fictitious “image dipole”pW8=
−pW located at the positionz=−z0 sthe mirror imaged. This
limit also explains the identical static values for cases A and
B observed in Fig. 2sbd, which is independent of the surface
naturefsee Fig. 5sbdg, and the greater valuessin magnituded
obtained for case C. In fact, calculating the forceFW

=−¹W Usrd for parallel dipole-surface orientationsstatic cases
A and Bd, we obtainFz

i =−3p2/ s2z0d4, whereas for the per-
pendicular orientationscase Cd, we get Fz

'=−6p2/ s2z0d4.
These values exactly agree with the limits found in Figs. 2–5
for the forceFz when v→0, and also explain the identical
values obtained for the four metals in Fig. 5sbd.

An additional feature of interest here is the presence of a
dip in the Fz values whenv,1 a.u. for narrow-resonance
materials like Al. It may be noted that the same effect ap-
pears in the simplest case of a pointlike charge moving par-
allel to a solid surfacef14g. But this effect disappears for
materials with wider plasma resonancesslike Cu, Ag, and
Aud as may be seen in Fig. 5sbd and has also been discussed
in Ref. f14g.

These different behaviors ofFx, Fy, andFz can be under-
stood if we have in mind their origin, Eq.s11d, which shows
thatFx andFy are related to the dissipative part of the surface
response function,j9svd, whereasFz is related to the conser-
vative part,j8svd.

Finally in Fig. 6 we have studied the angular dependence
of the forces acting on the dipole according to Eqs.s16d and
s18d. The dependence of the intensity of the forces with
su ,fd can be conveniently shown by means of a polar graph,
as illustrated in Fig. 6sad. In Fig. 6sbd we show the stopping
force uFxu and we observe that it has a maximum when the
dipole is oriented along thez axis sperpendicular to the sur-
face, case C,u=0d, and has a minimum when the dipole is
oriented along they axis sparallel to the surface but perpen-
dicular to its velocity, case B,u=p /2 and f=p /2d. The
lateral forceuFyu is depicted in Fig. 6scd, where we observe
that if the dipole lies in thexzor in theyzplane the forceuFyu
is always null, and grows when separating from these planes.
In particular, the highest values are obtained when the dipole
is on the xy plane, with f=p /4, 3p /4, 5p /4, or 7p /4.
Finally, Fig. 6sdd shows the values of the perpendicular force
uFzu, which represents the attraction toward the surfacefnote
that Fz,0 in this case, Fig. 5sbdg. We find thatuFzu has a
maximum when the dipole is parallel to thez axis scase C,
u=0d and it has a minimum when the dipole is oriented

FIG. 5. sad Stopping forceFx and sbd attrac-
tive forceFz as a function of the dipole velocity
v, for the case Asparallel dipole orientationd and
for different solid surfaces: Al, Cu, Ag, and Au.
The distance isz0=5 a.u. and the dipole moment
is p=3 a.u.
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along thex axis scase A,u=p /2 and f=0d. This angular
dependence may be qualitatively explained by the simplified
picture of the interaction between the real dipole and its im-
age behind the surface.

B. Comparison with pointlike charges

As a final discussion, we will now compare the magnitude
of the induced stopping force acting on a dipole with the
corresponding one for the reference case of a pointlike
chargeQ. For illustration purposes we will discuss two ori-
entations of the dipole: parallelscase Ad and random. Equa-
tions s19d and s25d give the stopping forceFx acting on the
dipole in the above-mentioned cases. Although the stopping
force acting on a pointlike charge is well known, for clarity
in further discussions we show here the explicit forms of
these expressions:

Fx
spoint charged = −

2Q2

p
E

0

+` dv

v
v

v
j9svdK0S2z0

v

v
D , s30d

Fx
scase Ad = −

2p2

p
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D3

j9svdK0S2z0
v

v
D , s31d

kFxl = −
2p2

3p
E

0

+` dv

v
Sv

v
D2

j9svdF2
v

v
K0S2z0

v

v
D

+
1

z0
K1S2z0

v

v
DG . s32d

These stopping forces are shown in Fig. 7 for aluminum
and gold surfaces, as a function of the projectile velocity, for
a unit chargesprotond Q=1 and for a dipole with parallel
orientation scase Ad assuming a dipole momentp=3 a.u.
Figure 7sad depicts the case when the dipole is oriented par-
allel to the velocityscase Ad, whereas Fig. 7sbd corresponds
to the case of random orientation. We observe from these
figures that the maxima of the curves that represent the stop-
ping force corresponding to dipoles are displaced to lower
velocities than the analogous curves for pointlike charges,
and also that the magnitudes of the stopping force for the
former are reduced to&50% the values for the latter.

A useful approximation that serves to illustrate this com-
parison in simple terms is obtained by using the “plasma-
pole approximation” for the imaginary part of the surface-
response function, namely,

j9svd ; ImF«svd − 1

«svd + 1
G >

p

2
vsdsv − vsd, s33d

which corresponds to the conditiong /vs→0, i.e., a narrow
plasma resonance. In this case, the stopping forces derived
from Eqs.s30d–s32d, may be written as follows:

Fx
spoint charged > − sQ2/z0

2df0sud, s34d

Fx
scase Ad > − sp2/z0

4dfAsud, s35d

kFxl > − sp2/z0
4dfavsud, s36d

whereu=v / sz0vsd and

f0sud = K0s2/ud/u2, s37d

fAsud = K0s2/ud/u4, s38d

favsud = fK0s2/ud + K2s2/udg/3u4. s39d

Note that the identity K0sxd+s1/xdK1sxd=s1/2dfK0sxd
+K2sxdg has been used in order to obtain the last expression.
The behavior of these functions is illustrated in Fig. 8. It can
be checked that these functions yield a very good approxi-
mation to the stopping force values for the case of Al shown
previously in Figs. 7sad and 7sbd. Taking into account that the
maximum values of these functions areuf0sudumax=0.120,
ufAsudumax=0.184, andufavsudumax=0.164, we obtain the fol-
lowing approximations for the maximum stopping forces
corresponding to pointlike charges and to aligned and ran-
dom dipoles, respectively:uFx

spoint chargedumax>0.120sQ2/z0
2d,

uFx
scase Adumax>0.184sp2/z0

4d, ukFxlumax>0.164sp2/z0
4d.

The maximum values of these forces are shown in Fig. 9
as a function of the distancez0, for dipoles withp=1 and
3 a.u., as well as for a proton. Note that crossing between the
dipole and the pointlike charge maximum forces occurs at
z0>1 a.u. forp=1 andz0>3.5 a.u. forp=3, which approxi-
mately determine the shortest distances where the model is
applicable. It should be noted that for distances smaller than
,2 a.u. one should consider corrections to the dielectric re-
sponse function arising from spatial dispersion effectsf16g.

Extrapolating the previous discussions for an electric di-
pole projectile to the case of polar molecules we conclude

FIG. 6. sColor onlined sad Polar graph foruFuu, su=x,y,zd. For a
pair of valuessu ,fd the radial distance from the originO to the
surface represented by the mesh is given byuFuu. sbd Stopping force
uFxu, scd uFyu, and sdd uFzu. The solid surface is Au, the velocity is
v=2 a.u., the distance isz0=5 a.u., and the dipole moment isp
=3 a.u.
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that the stopping forces acting on the latter are of similar
magnitude to those for pointlike charges. Hence, the experi-
mental determination of the energy losses of polar molecules
interacting with solid surfaces should be accessible under
similar conditions of energy resolution currently used in en-
ergy loss experiments with simple atomic ions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The interaction between a fast electric dipole and a solid
surface was studied using the dielectric formulation for the
case of fixed dipole-surface distance. General expressions for
the longitudinal and transverse forces were derived for arbi-

FIG. 7. Stopping forceuFxu for Al and Au, for
a unit chargeQ=1 and for a dipole with dipole
momentp=3 a.u. sad Parallel dipole orientation
scase Ad. sbd Random dipole orientation. The dis-
tance to the surface isz0=5 a.u.

FIG. 8. Functionsf0sud, fAsud, and favsud,
given by Eqs.s37d–s39d, corresponding to the
stopping forces for pointlike charges and to
aligned scase Ad and random dipoles, respec-
tively, in terms of the adimensional scaling vari-
ableu, defined asu=v / sz0vsd.
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trary orientation of the dipole, and also particular expressions
for the cases of parallel, transverse, and random orientations
of the dipole were given. From these results, the stopping
force on the dipole was derived for each of these cases.

The behavior of the forces was illustrated through a set of
calculations covering all the cases indicated before. The val-
ues of the force were computed for different distances to the
surface and dipole velocities.

Numerical estimations were obtained for the metallic sur-
faces Al, Cu, Ag, and Au. The cases of aligned and randomly
oriented dipole beams were considered, and the results were
compared with similar calculations for the case of a proton,
which is a typical pointlike charge. From these estimations
we conclude the possibility of measuring the energy losses of
polar moleculessthe analogous to electric dipolesd by ad-
equate experiments using, for instance, small angles of inci-
dencessimilar to experiments regularly done with atomic
ionsd.

In addition, the general formulation and particular results
obtained here could be of interest for future studies in the
area of atomic collisions with solids and may serve as a
guide to design experiments to study various aspects of the
interaction between polar molecules and solids surfaces. In a
more general context, the present results may be useful also
in other fields of research, such as chemical physics and
catalysis studies.
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FIG. 9. Maximum values of the stopping
forces uFx

spoint chargedumax, uFx
scase Adumax, and

ukFxlumax described in the text, for pointlike
charges sdotted lined, aligned dipolessdashed
linesd, and random dipole orientationssolid
linesd. The calculated values for dipoles corre-
spond top=1 a.u. and 3 a.u., as indicated in the
figure.
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